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SECTION I SUMMARY
Report No. AA-4018-W-7
Transonic wind tunnel tests were conducted on a .015 scale model
of the NASA space shuttle booster in the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory
8-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel during November, 1971,
The primary objective of the test program was to determine the
base drag reduction potential at cruise conditions (M = .40) of a modified
base region, with and without base bleed flow. Transonic effects and
cruise control effectivene s s of the new base region were also obtained.
The tests were performed at Mach numbers from 0.40 to 1.10, at
angles of attack from -4 to +20 degrees and at angles of sideslip from-6
6 6to +6 degrees, all at <;l. Reynolds number of 6. 56 x 10 per meter (2.0 x 10
per foot).
This report pre sents details of the test program, an outline of the






The model was sting-mounted in the perforated test section of the
CAL 8-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel as shown in the model photographs,
Figure 1, and in the installation drawing, Figure 2. A complete de scrip-
tion of the CAL facility is contained in Reference 1.
Model
The. °IS scale model of the space shuttle booster was supplied by
NASA-MSFC, and was a modified version of the McDonnell Douglas 2S6-14
booster configuration. The model assembly is shown in Figure 3 and
consisted mainly of high wing W 3 with 7.66 degrees of dihedral and zero
degrees incidence, V 1 wing tip vertical fins, high canard C 2 with 3 degrees
incidence and body configurations B 4 , B S and B 6 • Elevons with fixed surface
deflections of 0, ± 10, ± 20 and ± 30 degrees were provided for the wing,
and also canard trailing edge flaps with fixed su;rface deflections of 0, 10
and 20 degree s.
CAL designed and fabricated the aft body extension, heat shield
(Figure S), base flow system and model- to- balance sleeve in accordance
with specifications detailed by Lockheed Missiles and Space Company,
Huntsville Research and Engineering Center (LMSC-HREC). Reference 2.
The top, bottom and sides of the aft b.ody extension contained cutouts into
which plugs, base flaps or base vents were inserted for the B 4 , B S or B 6
body configurations, respectively, Figures Id and 4. The heat shield was
supplied with base flow at fifteen locations as shown in Figure S. The
entire flow system was non-metric and consisted of the CAL external air
supply system (Reference I) which supplied air flow through two supply
tubes mounted on the balance sting to a base flow plenum located just
forward of the heat shield, Figure 3. The system was designed such
that both flow into the flow plenum and out of the fifteen base nozzles was






To insure a turbulent boundary layer on the model, transition
strips of Carborundum grit were applied as follows:
Body Circular band of No. 100 grit with
leading edge. 0762 meters (3 inches)
aft of nose
Strips of No. 120 grit with leading
edge at .05 local chord
Upper and lower
surfaces of canard,
wing and wing tips
All transition strips were. 0032 meters (.125 inches) wide.
In s trumentation
Model forces and moments were measured with the CAL TASK
2.00 MK XIX A internal six component strain gage balance. Two balance
cavity pressures were located just aft of the balance base at 0 and 180
degrees with respect to the model vertical centerline. Static pressure
orifice s were located on the heat shield and at the center of the dummy
engine exit planes as shown in Figure 5. All of the pressure lines were
routed internally through the sting to individual automanometer transducers
located in the sphere plenum. An electrolytic bubble pack, mounted on
the balance sleeve just forward of the balance, was used for setting model
angles of attack. The CAL external air supply system was instrumented
with an orifice plate, an orifice plate differential pressure transducer, an
upstream line pressure transducer, and a thermocouple. The metering
line and instrumentation were designed and installed in accordance with
information presented in Reference 3. A transducer installed externally






All strain gage, thermocouple, and pressure transducer instru-
mentation were connected to CAL automatic digital readouts located in
the control room. Data from these channels along with tunnel operating






NOMENCLA TURE AND SYMBOLS
The units of measure used in this report are given first in the
International System of Units (SI) followed by U. S. Customary Units (CU)
in parenthesis. Names and definitions of the SI units, together with
physical constants and conversion factors are given in Reference 4. In
all cases CU units have been used for the principal measurements and
calculations. Equations in this section are stated in terms of SI units.
Tunnel Operating Conditions
V Free- stream velocity - meters per second (feet per second)
a Local speed of sound - meters per second (feet per second)
H Free-stream total pressure - newtons per square meter (pounds
per square foot)
p Free- stream static pre s sure - newtons per square meter (pounds
per square foot)
M Nominal free-stream Mach number = ::!.....
a
[
H 2/7 ] 1/2
M
c
Computed free- stream Mach number = 5 (p) - 5
Y Ratio of specific heats of air = 1. 400
q Free- stream dynamic pres sure - newtons per square meter





Kinematic viscosity of air - square meters per second (square
feet per second)
VReynolds number per meter (per foot) = -
v
Free-stream total temperature - degrees Kelvin (Rankine)
Free-stream static temperature - degrees Kelvin (Rankine)





NOMENCLA TURE AND SYMBOLS (CONT. )
Reference Dimensions and Model Angles
£ Reference length:: 1. 0525 meters (41. 436 inches)
r
S Reference area = .12588 square meters (1. 355 square feet)
SB Base area:: .02249 square meters (.2421 square feet)
SE Dummy engine exit area (for 12 engines)
= .00736 square meters (.0792 square feet)
SH Heat shield area:: SB - SE
:: .01513 square meters (. 1629 square feet)
Cl! Model angle of attack with respect to body longitudinal centerline -
degrees
(3 Model angle of sideslip with re spect to body longitudinal center-
line - degrees
[) Canard trailing edge flap surface deflection, positive trailing edge
c
down - degrees
[) Wing trailing edge elevon surface deflection, positive trailing
e
edge down - degrees
Model Pressures and Pressure Coefficients
Px Model base region pressure - newtons per square meter (pounds
per square foot) Subscript x denotes orifice number (Figure 5)
PB Model base region average pressure - newtons per square meter








NOMENCLATURE AND SYMBOLS (CONT.)
Model Pressures and Pressure Coefficients - continued
PH Heat shield average pressure - newtons per square meter
(pounds per square foot)
4
__1 \.~
- 4 ~ Px
x = 1
PE Dummy engine average exit pressure - newtons per square




Pc 'Pc Balance cavity pressures - newtons per square meter (pounds
1 2 per square foot)
Pc Balance cavity average pressure - newtons per square meter




Pp Base bleed flow plenum pressl,lre - newtons per square meter
(pounds per square inch)






region average pressure coefficient






NOMENCLATURE AND SYMBOLS (CONT.)




average exit pressure coefficient












pre s sure coefficient
Base bleed flow plenum pressure ratio







Normal force - newtons (pounds)
Axial force - newtons (pounds)
Pitching moment about model MRC - meter-newtons (inch-
pounds)
Side force - newtons (pounds)
Yawing moment about model MRC - meter-newtons (inch-
pounds)
Rolling moment about model MRC - meter-newtons (inch-
pounds)
N 1 f ff ' . Norma orce coe lClent = CiS




NOMENCLATURE AND SYMBOLS (CONT.)





Pitching moment coefficient =~
qSf
r
Side force coefficient:c: ~
Yawing moment coefficient = S n
q f
r




Heat shield axial force coefficient = (- C )--
PH S
SE
Dummy engine axial force coefficient = (-C )--
PE S
Base axial force coefficient = C A + CA
H E
Forebody axial force coefficient =CA - C A
B




Lift force - newtons (pounds) = N cos Q' - A sin Q'
Drag force - newtons (pounds) = A cos Q' + N sin Q'
Lift coefficient = q~
Drag coefficient =~




NOMENCLA TURE AND SYMBOLS (CONT. )
Air Supply Weight Flow
Supply air pressure, upstream of metering orifice plate -






Pres sure drop acros s metering orifice plate - newtons per
square meter (pounds per square inch)
Supply air temperature, ups tream of metering orifice plate
- degrees Kelvin (Rankine)
Ratio of specific heats, from Reference 3, as a function of
P L and T L
Ratio of pressure drop across metering orifice plate to
6PL
upstream supply pressure =~.,..---P L
Inside pipe diamet er = .0445 meters (1. 752 inche s)
Metering orifice diameter = .00635 meters (.250 inches)
D
Metering orifice to inside pipe diameter ratio, -rf- = • 1427
1
Metering orifice expansion factor =[I - (0.41 + O. 35 j3~) ~]
Supercompressibility factor from Reference 3, as a function
Supply air density - kilograms per cubic meter (pounds per
P L




NOMENCLATURE AND SYMBOLS (CONT.)
Air Supply Weight Flow - continued
Air supply Reynolds number, based on inside pipe diameter
6 W L [ 1. 80 T L + 198.6 ]
=(1.1715x 10)--rs- . 15
1 (1. 80 T L) .
Metering orifice discharge coefficient and approach
velocity factor, from Reference 3, as a function of R L





Note: Due to the interdependence of R L , Kd , and W L' these
quantities were solved by iteration. This iteration was
terminated when the difference between the last computed
value of W L and the preceding values was less than. 0018
kilograms per second (.004 pounds mass per second)
Base bleed total weight flow - kilograms per second (pounds
mass per second) = W L
Free-stream weight flow for a stream tube area equal to
SB - kilograms per second (pounds per second)
= .069866 SBHM T ~ 1/2 ( 1 + . 2M2) - 3
c 0 c
Ratio of base bleed total weight flow to free-stream weight





NOMENCLATURE AND SYMBOLS (CONT. )
Configuration Symbols
B 4 Modified McDonnell Douglas 256-14 body (Figure ld)
Body B 4 with base flaps (Figure 1d)
Body B 4 with base vents (Figure 1d)
Body B 4 with all dummy engines removed except for the
partial dummy engines adjacent to the balance sting (Figure 1 e)
High aerodynamic canard with total exposed area of .0157
square meters (.169 square feet) and 3 degrees incidence
Canard trailing edge flap with chord equal to .4 wing chord
Wing tip vertical fin with exposed area of .0230 square
meters, each (.248 square feet)







The CAL TASK 2.00 MK XIX A internal six component strain gage
balance was calibrated for this program. The calibration was performed
as described in Reference 5, with both primary and interaction constants
being determined. The balance was check loaded after model buildup and
again after installation in the test section. The results from these loadings
were computed using the data reduction program and the previously obtained
calibration constants. Satisfactory checks were obtained before any wind-on
data were taken.
All pressure transducers were calibrated prior to testing as
described in Reference 6. Results of all calibrations and check loads are
on file at CAL.
Operation
The test program consisted of 97 runs during which model configura-
tion, Mach number and model attitude were varied. A test schedule is
presented in Table 1. All wind-on runs were conducted at a constant
6 6Reynolds number of 6. 56 x 10 per meter (2.0 x 10 per foot). Boundary
layer transition strips were applied to the model throughout the program
as described in Section II.
The original test plan called for testing at base bleed weight flow
ratios (WFR) of .02, .04 and. 06. However, during air supply system
calibration runs 6, 10, 13 and 15 at .40 Mach number and Run 11 at zero
Mach number, it was observed that model drag force increased rapidly
with increasing rates of base bleed flow. At. 40 Mach number, with the
model at zero degrees attitude and. 06 base bleed weight flow ratio, total
model drag and base drag were higher by factors of approximately 1. 75
and 2.47, respectively. Run 10 was made with eight of the dummy engines






of base bleed flow impingement on the engines, with no significant reduction
in drag. Further base bleed flow testing was performed during runs 67
through 72. Similar re suIts were obtained and the decision was made by the
test sponsor's representative to forego further base bleed flow testing.
NASA-MSFC was represented by Mr. D. Bradley of LMSC-HREC





A te st schedule detailing the model configurations and nominal te st
conditions for each run is presented in Table 1. Actual test operating
conditions for each test point are presented in Table II.
Model forces and moments have been resolved in the body and
stability axis systems, both having their origins at fuselage station 1. 1815
(46.515), waterline. 1581 (6.225) and in the fuselage plane of symmetry as
reque sted in Reference 2. The axis systems and sign conventions are
shown in Figure 6.
Body axis aerodynamic coefficients are listed in Table III, and
lift and drag coefficients, lift-to-drag ratio, and base, heat shield and
dummy engine axial force coefficients in Table IV. Force and pressure
coefficient data for runs 11 and 67 at zero Mach number are based upon
an arbitrary dynamic pressure of 7900 newtons per square meter (165
pounds per square foot). Model pressures and pressure coefficients are
listed in Tables V and VI, respectively. Base flow system operating
conditions for those runs with base bleed flow are contained in Table VII.
Pressure data for orifices PI and p are invalid for runs 69-73 and 68-74,
c 1
respectively, and are not presented.
Copies of all model configuration photographs, CAL drawings and
an input data tape for the Chrysler Corporation's System for Analysis
and Development of Static Aerothermodynamic Criteria (SADSAC) program
were submitted to LMSC -HREC in November, 1972. Under agreement
with NASA-MSFC, no plotted data are presented in this report.
SECTION VI CORRECTIONS TO DATA
Report No. AA-40l8-W-7
Wind Tunnel Wall Corrections
No corrections of any type have been applied to the data contained
in this report to account for wind tunnel wall effects. Within the limitations
of accuracy of theoretical computations, the blockage and jet boundary
corrections usually applied to subsonic data from solid wall tunnels are
believed to be negligible in this perforated wall transonic wind tunnel.
A bove a Mach number of one, the perforated walls are effective in attenuat-
ing shocks and reflections from the walls. Although complete attenuation
is generally not obtained, the effect of residual reflections is probably
negligible on this model. Results of some recent studies of blockage and
wall effects, and current tunnel calibration curves for the CAL 8-Foot
Transonic Wind Tunnel, are presented in Reference 7.
Balance Corrections
Mechanical interaction effects, present in the balance strain gage
readings, were accounted for in the data reduction procedure. The values
of these interaction effects were determined from the balance calibration
as described in Reference 5.
The balance strain gage readings are also affected by changes in
the model weight components as the model attitude is varied. Corrections
for these static tare effects were determined for each different config-
uration by varying the model attitude at wind-off tunnel conditions. These
corrections were then applied to the wind-on data to obtain net aerodynamic
loads.
No buoyancy corrections were made to axial force as the clear




CORRECTIONS TO DATA (CONT.)
Balance Corrections - continued
Balance cavity pressure was m.easured but was not applied as a
correction to the data.
Forebody axial force coefficients were obtained as the difference
between the total and the base axial force coefficients.
18
SECTION VII PRECISION OF DATA
Report No. AA-4018- W-7
It is estimated that the model geometric angles are accurate to
± .05 degrees.
A statistical determination of the accuracy of the strain gage
balance system used for this program was accomplished by calculating
the root mean square of the deviation between applied and calculated
loadings. The calculated loads were determined by using final balance
constants and balance readings produced by known static loads. The





Root Mean Square Deviation
± 3.16 newtons
± 2. 40 meter-newtons
± 2.05 newtons
Yawing Moment ± 1. 37 meter-newtons
Rolling Moment ± • 65 meter-newtons
Axial Force ± • 31 newtons
All pressure transducers are calibrated to an accuracy of ± 96
newtons per square meter.
No satisfactory method is known for determining the absolute
accuracy of the final coefficients. However, since the testing procedure
resulted in the repetition of at least one model attitude during each run,
an estimate can be made of the repeatability with which these data were
measured. The coefficients were examined at the various repeat points




PRECISION OF DATA (CaNT.)
Coefficient Root Mean Square Deviation
C N ± • 0017
CA F ± .0005
C ± .0006
m.
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Body Axis Aerodynamic Coefficients
Lift and Drag Coefficients, Lift-to-Drag Ratio
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6 6NR =6. 56 x 10 per meter (2.0 x 10 per foot)
Angle Range s:
a Range A: -4, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, IS, 20, 0 degrees
f3 Range A: -6, -3, 0, 3, 6, 0 degrees
Remarks:
The following runs were made for the reasons noted. Data from
these runs are not presented in the report:




Run 9: no data taken
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